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Congressional Boxscore 
MAJOR LEGISLATION IN 90th CONGRESS

Second Sossion 
AttfHb. 15,1959

_ _ ___  ■ _ ______ '____ r___'_____________ ____

Party Line-up
Dem. GOP Vacancies

House Line-up 245 187 3
Senate line-up 64 36 0

BILL HOUSE SENATE STATUS
Tax Surcharge Hearinp 

Suspended,
4 -

Balance of Payments Hearing*  
■ Suspended

Anticrime (HR 6037) 
(S 917)

Reported 
7/17/67

Passed 
8/8/67

Approved by 
Subcommittee V ■

Wiretapping (S928) 
(HR 6386)

• Hearings 
Completed

Hearings 
Completed

Gun Control (S 1) 
(HR 6384)

Approved by 
Subcommittee

Approved by 
Subcommittee

Antiriot (HR 421) Reported
6/29/67

Passed *
7/19/67

Manpower Authorization (HR 15406) 
(S 2938)

Home Ownership
Model Cities Funds
Rent Supplements Funds - 4

Poverty Funds
ChilcTHealth
Hospital Aid
College Assistance (HR 16067) Hearings 

Underway

Vocational Education (HR 16066)

Chrfl Rights Workers (HR 2516) * Reported 
6/29/67

Passed 
8/16/67

Reported 
11/2/67

Debate 
Underway

Foreign Aid Authorization (HR 15263) *

Truth-in-Lending (S 5)
Reported 
12/13/67

Passed 
2/1/68

Reported 
6/29/67

Passed 
7/11/67

In 
Conference

Scqnic Rivers (S 119) Reported 
8/4/67

Passed 
8/8/67

Air Safety
Redwoods Park (S 2516) 

(HR 10951)
Hearings 

Underway
Reported
10/12/67

Passed 
11/1/67

Congressional Reform (S356) 
(HR 2594)

Hearings 
Suspended

Reported 
1/16/67

Passed 
3/7/67

Campaign Spending (S 1880) 
(HR 11223)

Approved by 
Subcommittee^ i

Reported 
8/16/67

Passed 
9/12/67

Codes bf Ethics
Copyright Revision (S 697) 

(HR 2512)
Reported 

3/8/67
Passed 
VI1/67

Hearings 
Completed
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THE CASE OF Flast v. Gardner will be argued before the Supreme Court on March 11. The 
Court will be asked to decide whether or not standing to sue should be granted to a person 
who does not. suffer material injury from the operation of a government program that is 
alleged to violate a First Amendment right.

UNTIL THE PRESENT TIME, a tangible injury has been required before standing to sue was 
given. This has sharply limited^ challenges to government programs that are said to aid 
religious organizations.

TWO OF THE LAWYERS who will appear before the Court urging the broadening of the standing 
f to sue rule will be Professor Leo Pfeffer and Senator Sam Ervin, Jr. The former is re

garded generally as the most distinguished attorney for religious liberty and church-state 
cases. The latter is spearheading a congressional effort to grant the desired standing to 
sue by law.

PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S "Crisis of the Cities" Message has gone to the Congress in support of 
the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. The thrust of his urban proposals in the 
State of the Union Message is translated into specific legislation.

MASSIVE NEW ATTACKS on the problems of the cities are proposed, including a broad public
private plan for rebuilding the residential hearts of our cities, relying heavily on private 
investment.

J

NO CONGRESSIONAL groundswell is apparent to move to change the February 16 ruling on 
graduate deferments by the National Security Council. The fact that several congressmen 
reacted strongly last week is offset by the intensified fighting in Vietnam, an election year, 
and no disposition to alter eight-month-old legislation.

A DISPOSITION to delay appointing a successor to John Gardner, Sectetary of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare, is seen on Capitol HilL The post becomes vacant today, leaving the 
largest of all government agencies without a secretary.

PUBLISHED SPECULATION about Gardner's successor has included the names of Henry Ford H, 
former governor Terry Sanford of North Carolina, Under Secretary Wilbur J. Cohen, and 
Ben Heineman, board chairman of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad.

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL quoted "a government source" as saying "Heineman probably 
has the inside track right now," pointing out that he was selected by the President last year 
to serve as chairman of a broad study of welfare programs, and as •chairman of the White 
House conference on civil rights.
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The Impairment of The Religious Liberty 
, Of The Taos Pueblo Indians

<By The United States Government
By Dean M. Kelley

Reprint of a gve,l editorial from ffce Spring, III' ieeve of A Journal of CLurrA"and State

Taos Pueblo is an Indian village on the 
Rio Pueblo de Taos at the footpof Pueblo 
Peak in northern New Mexico. Like other 
Indian tribes, the Indians of Taos Pueblo 
have found the lands they once owned pro
gressively diminished by the incursions of 
the white man.

From the fourteenth century on, the Taos 
Pueblo people have occupied the same gen
eral territory, but in 1906, by proclamation 
of President Theodore Roosevelt, a large 
part of that territory was incorporated in the 
national forests without compensation' to 
the tribe. The land confiscated ihduded 
the watershed in which the tribe lived, now 
known as. the Blue Lake area, upon which 
the tribe depends for spiritual as well as 
physical ^sustenance. When the Indians 
discovered thatJ vital part of their heritage 
had become a portion of the Carson Na
tional "Forest, and that it was being devel
oped for use and incursion by others, they 
began to take steps to regain the rights of 
ownership. After several decades, their 
claim was confirmed by the U. S. Indian 
Claims _C(jmmission. However, that tribu
nal can only award compensation for claims; 
it cannot return the land.

The area for which compensation is due 
the tribe under the Claims Commission de
cision- is about 130,000 acres, plus some 
valuable property now occupied by non
Indians in the town of Taos. The Indians 
agreed in 1926 that they would not even lay 
claim to properties in the Town of Taos 
worth about $300,000 if the Pueblo Lands 
Board of that period would return the 
sacred Blue Lake Area of 50,000 acres. 
Their generous offer was accepted, insofar 
as the loss of ($300,000 went, but the other 
half of the bargain was not fulfilled. So 
the tribe had given up a rightful claim and 
got nothing in return. As the result of a 
Senate investigatoin several years later, the 
Pueblo was instead granted a special use 
permit for a portion of the area, which will' 
soon qpepire.

Of the 130,000 acres involved in the 
ICC decision, the Indians infist that for the 
50,000-acre Blue Lake area they cannot 
accept compensation.

A bill was introducted in the list ses
sion of Congress by Senator Clinton P. 
Anderson of New Mexico (S. 3085) which 
would give the Indians "trust title" to

50,000 acres of the watershed in which they 
live.

As a result of the foregoing events, much 
interest has centered upon the claims made 
by the Indians that the headwaters and 
tributaries of the stream on which they live 
are essential to the religious freedom of the 
tribe. The Forest Service might be willing 
to give the Indians exclusive use of the 
rocky cliffs and barren slopes on the western 
side of the valley, but it seems anxious to 
retain as much as possible of the more fer
tile eastern slope, on which timber allegedly 
worth several million dollars is growing. 
The Forest Service has received an offer of 
extensive and recently-lumbered lands from 
a wealthy lumberman in return for timber 
rights on this eastern slope.

Opposition to the bill rests upon two 
fundamental misconceptions. The first of 
these is that the Indians have religious ties 
only to certain locations called "shrines" 
and that the remainder of the watershed is 
religiously neutral for them. This is not 
the case.

The relationship between the tribe and 
the land is an organic one; they feel that 
the entire watershed is integral to the life 
of the tribe, and is indissolubly linked with 
the tribe's long and continuous history of 
occupation of this region. The tribe and 
the valley have grown old together. The 
members of the tribe feel an ancient iden
tity, not only with Blue Lake—the head
waters of their life-sustaining stream—but 
with the entire watershed, its plants and 
animals. Anything which mutilates the 
valley hurts the tribe. If the trees are cut, 
the tribe bleeds. If the springs or lakes or 
streams are polluted, the lifestreim of the 
tribe is infected.

There are two high-altitude meadows 
(Pretty Park; Wild-Onion Park) where the 
Indians gather rare plants used for medici
nal, nutritive, and ceremonial purposes: 
wild onion, wild strawberry, wild asparagus 
(o-sha). To these peaceful places'indi- 
vidual Indians would come to commune 
with God, to pray for health, growth, and 
game. Unfortunately, grazing by the cattle 
of non-Indians has severely depleted these 
wild plants.

Some areas have been identified by the 
Indians with certain animals, such as Deer 
Lake, Deer Creek, Deer Canyon (also on 

the eastern slope). These localities serve 
as shrines of honor and respect accorded 
the animals with whom the Indians share 
the woodland. Whenever an Indian enters 
6cer- Canyon, or speaks or thinks of it, he ' 
salutes the species upon whose flesh and 
bone, horn and hide, he relies for many of 
his needs. Not only in these designated 
"shrines," but throughout the area, the 
Indians habitually clean and skim and' 
deepen the springs and pools where the 
animals come to drink.

The watershed also supplies various natu
ral objects used in ceremonial dances and 
for other ritual purposes, such as clay for 
paint (from Pueblo Peak and Willow 
Creek), evergreens and other plants and 
herbs (from the sacred lakes and various 
springs and streams), and the feathers of 
hawk and eagle (from their nesting-places 
on the high ridges). There are also annual 
ceremonial pilgrimages (in August) to 
Blue Lake, Star Lake, Buffalo Grass Spring, 
and other shrines.

The spiritual kinship which the tribe 
feels for the sources of their life and liveli
hood clearly cannot be localized in any one 
spot, but extends to the whole region.

A second and more serious misconception 
is that the timber or the land belongs to the 
government to trade to the lumberman in 
retrun for some of his used property. But 
the Indian Claims Commission has con
cluded that the government unjustly took 
from the Indians "without compensation" 
lands which the Indians owned. That land, 
morally and in justice, belongs to the In- 
dains and is not rightfully available to the 
government to dispose of without the con
sent of its proper owners.

The land in question here is not mainly 
an economic issue, either for the Indians or 
the white man. Much of it lies near timber
line or above, and the Indians do not wish 
to exploit it commercially. They simply 
want to keep it as it is, and to do so at their 
own discretion—as any owner would—and 
not, having to obtain someone else’s per
mission.

For centuries before the white man came 
to this continent, the Taos Indians had 
developed a close and continuous commu
nion with nature which wove work and wor
ship, life and land, more closely together 
than the white man can readily understand 
This venerable and precious heritage should 
not now be disrupted by the white man or 
his government.

DEAN M. htELLEY it Dirtctor of Civil and R««- 
Hoious Liberty for the National Council of Churches. 
He it alto a member of the Editorial Council of 
A Journal of Church and State, published three times 
a year by the J. M. Dawson Studies in Church and 
State of Baylor University, Waco, Texas.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF
FREE PRESS
AND
FREE SPEECH

TO RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
By R. Dean Goodwin

A chief goal of life seems to be to get freedom of expression 
and to enjoy it forever.

Opposed to this sometimes are the fearful men to whom the 
chief goal of life seems to be to sit on the facts and suppress them 
forever. Is there a goal of life that neither the editor nor the fear
ful man have seen?

Both saints and devils, who have achieved their goals, enjoy free
dom of expression when they have it, and yet freedom does not 
make them what they are. A state of freedom only provides oppor
tunities and choices for them, and in that freedom each works out 
his own character.

Every kind of person fights against freedom at some time. The 
"establishment man" may want information suppressed if it hurts 
his cause.

The reader, the television viewer and the listener to radio, fight 
against the freedom of those who give them truth that destroys their 
prejudices.

I
Freedom of the press is required because man is man and not a 

machine. A machine can be objective; an adding machine gives the 
total sum without emotion or bias; the computer responds without 
feeling.

A person expresses himself and that self is a complex being 
made up of many factors: family traits and background, acquired 
notions and prejudices, commitments he has ntfde, his lives and 
fears and hates.

All of these traits and more make up a person. Editors and 
broadcasters are employed because their personalities give, not 
objectively, but color, excitement, and judgements that please the 
public.

The communicator is a person who chooses what to report and 
what not to report, he decides what prominence or obscurity to give 
a news story, he decides how to write it, putting in what he con
siders important and leaving out what is unimportant in his mind.

If he is creative, he gets attention through his creativity. If he is 
not creative, he gets attention by criticism.

We need freedom of expression, then, not because a person is 
good and can be trusted to give us the truth; not because he is evil 
and must be censored and criticized, but because he is human and 
not objective.

The meaning of such lack of objectivity in persons is simply this: 
Truth does not come from one human source; it requires many free 
people expressing themselves so that the reader, the viewer, the 
listener may use his own mind to judge what is true.

II
If objectivity is not possible in persons, then is freedom possible? 

Freedom is "the quality or state of not being coerced or constrained 
by fate, necessity or circumstances in one’s choices or actions.”

Al! freedoms are relative; they are not absolute in practice. The 
law and other public regulations limit your freedom in many areas. 
They limit your freedom to drive your car and how, for example.

In terms of freedom of press and speech,
there are words that cannot be used because MHSMQMK 
they offend the ears of many; there are 
speeches that incite to riot that cannot be ’ g 
spoken legally.

Owners of publications and of broadcast- r- *'  
ing media may limit their editorial freedoms >
because each medium is owned for a pur- 
pose, usually to make money. Sometimes 
its purpose is to propagate an idea.

The owner is Democrat or Republican, 
he is conservative or liberal, he favors labor 
or business, he wants public housing or he 
is opposed to it. In these and other areas he uses his medium for 
a purpose and his staff may be restricted in what they can write or 
speak in order that the purpose may be achieved.

Freedom is also limited by the market—the readers, the viewers, 
the listeners and the advertisers. There are the people who make 
it financially possible to operate the communications business. The 
public will not support the medium that takes unpopular positions.

Ill
What, then, do we want from the media of communication?
If we want objectivity and freedom, but cannot have them with

out limits, then what can we have? What should we be able to 
expect of our media of communication?

(1) We want more than one source of information. We want 
more than one message-giver in the community. If there is only 
one newspaper, then there must be also the radio newscaster and 
the television news. Besides the local reporter there must be the 
network reporter and communicator. In addition to the local daily 
paper, there must be the national news weekly. Beyond these, the 
journals of religion must comment on and evaluate public matters.

(2) We are also asking for the communicators to create a cli
mate for dialogue. Dialogue is not the same as debate. The debater 
determines to defeat his opponent by logical argument or other 
means. His purpose is to stop the argument, to end the talk, to 
get his point accepted. At his worst his purpose is to defeat his 
opponent verbally. The person who thinks of his role in these 
terms is a destroyer of freedom.

But laws cannot guarantee that a community will have dialogue. 
To achieve this, the editors and the broadcasters must themselves 
be committed to dialogue; they must have those resources of the 
spirit and mind that equip them for discussion with good will.

IV
We have said that complete objectivity is not possible; that free

dom exists only within the limits of regulations; we have said that 
we want our laws to provide opportunity for more than one source 
of information and that we want communicators who will provide 
for dialogue.

But what does this have to do with religious liberty? Every
thing! Religious liberty can exist only if there are several sources 
of information and "truth”; only if there is that discussion among 
responsible men that we call dialogue. In the field of religion, 
that is what liberty is.

We ask only for the right to speak for and act out our Christian 
faith in a society that gives the same right to all others. Freedom 
with its limits is not a goal of life, therefore, but a necessary means 
by which we reach the goal, which is the life committed to our God.

R. DEAN GOODWIN it Executive Director, Division of Communication, Ameri
can Baptiet Convention.
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QUEST FOR ANSWERS
YOU IN THE "THINK TANK

By W. C Fields

The most fantastic data processing sys
tem in existence is still the mind of man. 
Hook up several of these cerebral units 
and you should have an intelligence mill 
extraordinaire. -e

But does it work so easily? Not-always.

Connect us human beings in groups for 
thinking purposes and what happens? Do 
we stimulate and energize and lift each other 
to new levels of thought and understand
ing? Seldom. Do we utilize the full volt
age of each-member of a committee, work 
team or task force?

Fat chance. Instead of generating and 
multiplying brain power, we waste time and 
effort because of crossed wires, short cir-» 
cuits and bjown fuses.

The"Sand Corporation and other "think 
tank,” brain-trust organizations, use com
puters and a lot of other clever aides in the 
process of cerebration. But their success is 
due not so much to their hardware as to 
their ability to link up human minds in an 
effective working order.

Group-thinking—i.e. committees, semi
nars, task forces, boards, commissions, even 
conventions—does not always add up to the 
sum total of each individual's intelligence. 
Out of such group efforts a majority may 
'vote a right decision but with a superficial 
and dangerous misunderstanding of why 
they did it. What principles of group dy
namics and of human relations can help us 
function more efficiently in the think tanks 
to which we are now and then committed ?

1. Ask the right questions. At least ask 
them in your own-mind. Find the answers 
to tome basic matters. What is the real 
problem here? What are^the facts? Am I 
certain of the facts? What are the opinions, 
attitudes and .reactions of the people in
volved ? Are we discussing the real issue or 
a cover for something else? Are we gen
eralizing too broadly? Are we over simpli
fying?

2. Set objectives. Too many group dis
cussions drift aimlessly here and there. Any 
group meeting should have a purpose. Ob
jectives for the dialogue may be modest but 
to avoid wasting everyone's time they should 
be noted. They should be desirable, feasible 
and sound. Even in a wide-swinging, loosely 
coordinate], poorly led discussion you can 
discipline your own thinking.

3. Look before you leap. Whistling in 
the dark is all right as long as you recognize 
it for what it is. Face facts squarely. Sep
arate fact from rumor and wishful thinking. 
Look backward. What are all the factors 
involved? Look inward. What opinions 
and attitudes are mixed up in the matter at. 
hand? Look around. What are the alter
natives? How have others solved similar 
problems? Look' ahead. What are the 
trends and moods of the times? Where do 
the alternatives lead? What are the con
sequences? Remember that your choices 
may often be restricted to the lesser among 
evils.

Today our perceptions, the things we 
think we know and understand, are inse
cure. We worry over the fact that they 
are so often based on second-hand informa
tion, maybe on second-rate information. We 
have a lingering fear that our perceptions 
may be seriously inaccurate without us know
ing it. And when we are unsure of our own 
perceptions we are bound to see the very 
devil in any fast-talking, rapidly moving 
people around us who may be doing a -little 
maneuvering of their own. This is why 
group thinking and the conference approach 
have both peril and promise. j

The free and orderly flow of information 
in any social or organizational situation is 
important for effective communication. In a 
series of studies of this problem by Opinion 
Research Corporation, Princeton, N. J., em
ployees in business and industry were stud
ied. The researchers discovered among both 
managerial and production employees some 

were obstructing internal communications 
for unworthy personal reasons.

These situations are not unfamiliar to 
churches and to religious organizations. Here 
are the classifications found by the research 
group.

1. Gate keeping. Lower echelon person
nel communicated upward only what they 
thought their superiors wanted to hear.

2. Use of information as a status symbol. 
Inside personnel sometimes unnecessarily 
guarded important information since sharing 
it with others would in effect raise the out
siders to equal status as "inside” persons. In 
other cases a leader or superior may release 
just enough information to enhance his im
portance, but not enough to communicate 
effectively.

3. Withholding information for personal 
advantage. This usually springs out of some 
kind of rivalry situation.

4. Unapproachability. Some managers 
and leaders close off half of the communica
tions process when they discourage associa
tions or subordinates from approaching 
them. Some also tend to talk rather than 
listen. This stops the ping pong game.

5. Buck passing. These are persons who 
view things elsewhere with alarm so that 
they can point with pride to themselves. 
They want to look good, so they cover up 
their own shortcomings by suggesting that 
the failures and deficiencies are elsewhere.

Every reader of this article will doubtless 
be invited to step into some "think tank” of 
some kind within a short time after reading 
these lines.

Some group-think situation will call upon 
you to concentrate on some problem, share 

‘your wisdom on some issue, help bring sim
ilitude out of wild and woolly variety, or in 
some manner or other to pursue the illusion 
of reality. When this happens, maybe it 
will help each of us to recall the need for 
balance voiced by J. Robert Oppenheimer 
twenty years ago:
• "(The means) of doing justice to the im
plicit, the imponderable, and the unknown, 
is sometimes called style. It is style which 
makes it possible to act effectively, but not 
absolutely; it is style which, in the domain 
of foreign policy, enables us to find a har
mony between the pursuit of ends essential 
to us and the regard for the views, the sen
sibilities, the aspirations of those to whom 
the problem may appear in another light; it 
is style which is the deference that action 
pays to uncertainty; it is, above all, style 
through which power defers to reason."

W. C. FIELDS it Public Relatione Secretary for the 
Executive Committee of the Southrm Baptiet Conven
tion.
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An Initial Reflection
By Brooks Hays

tAa fird Uwo thot • RapHat adtoai Ma 4a*atoparf

Mr; Mem to ffot Ato rtjtattom <m mm* of tA« 
tMnJHntf KiJUiwi Ate seeaptanea of Ua poat «a Hrodor 
of tto now toatitoto.

Here and there, Baptists are expressing the 
view that we should begin to re-examine our 
relationships with other religious bodies. 
One obstacle to happier relations with the 
world’s largest Christian body, the Catholic 
Church, has been greatly diminished by the 
influences set in motion by Pope John. His 
words to me, "Mr. Hays, we are brothers in 
Christ,” symbolize for me a new Vatican 
purpose. Our response to these gestures of 
good will from many other faiths should re
flect our noblest impulses and attitudes.

Another relationship, that produced by 
church-state principles, should be studied. 
Our discussion should be within the frame
work of me American doctrine of "Separa
tion” and with good will for all. This doc
trine has a special appeal for Baptists, for we 
cherish the concept of a "free church in a 
free state," and the principle itself seems
secure.

However, "separation" stresses the nega
tive. What about the positive forces that 
stem from the nation’s institutional life? 
There is no threat to the distinctive political 
doctrine of separation in the idea of a proper 
fusion of politics and religion. Its purpose 
would be to strengthen the institutions of 
church and state, in their separateness, to do 
their work in the world.

The chief beneficiary would be the politi
cal institutions, but the church would also 
profit by acquiring the moral and spiritual 
exercise that derives from attacks upon evils 
that must finally have a degree of political 
treatment.

The great crises of the times are on the 
political side of the concept of separation, 
and they will not be resolved unless poli
ticians are aware of, and have access to, the 
resources of religion. The separateness must 
be preserved, but relationships must be there 
to permit the fusion or commerce that pro
duces strength.

So the political education of theologians 
and theological education of politicians be
comes an imperative. This challenge, as 
well as the defense of our structure of gov
ernment should be engaging the Christian.

It is not my purpose in this brief state
ment to enumerate appropriate methods for 
advancing such education. I merely insist

A eerier on goeeible grojeeto or learning experience* for the ChriaUan, or « groap of 
Chrietiaiu, to pareae in order to uaderetaad more perfeetlg the iaterretatioae between 
eharehee ead government ia the United Stater.

WHAT IS IT? HOW DOES IT FUNCTION?

The Amertfsn fimrenwiMi
QUESTION: What is the proper classification of the American government: republic, 

democracy, representative democracy or what ?

ANSWER: Political terms do not have the precision of terms in some sciences.. Thus,
there is no classification that is authoritatively used by political scientists.

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTION AND ANSWER:
The term republic has been long used to describe any form of government whose 

executive head is a president rather than a monarch. It could refer to a government com
posed solely of a president elected by a plebiscite. So its utility is not very great.

Democracy has often been used to connote direct rule by the people in a small politi
cal unity: the city state of ancient Greece or the New England town meeting. Obviously, 
no such direct democracy can exist in the United States. Yet, speaking comparatively, the 
American government has democratic forms.

Representative democracy may be the best short descriptive term, for it implies that 
the people participate by means of elected officials. It too has problems, however. For 
the fairly simple model of the British representative democracy is a sharp contrast to die 
complex model of the American representative democrary. In Britain (ignoring the 
largely ceremonial queen and House of Lords) the elected agent, the House of Commons, 
is the source of the executive. British is unitary—that is, is the sole level of government 
in Britain. In the United States, there are three elected agents, House, Senate and Presi
dent, and these govern only at die Federal level.

Representative democracy, then, may help us some, but it is a bare beginning in giv
ing an idea about the nature of a government. We used to use such terms sometimes. 
But they are not precise descriptions, and should not be treated as if they were.

Where precision is required, perhaps many terms must be strung together. For 
example, American government is a federal, constitutional representative democracy with 
an elected bicameral legislature and president.

—Walfred H. Peterson

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEARNING EXPERIENCES:
1. Discuss with a history, government or political science teacher the most gener

ally accepted classification of the American government.

2. Lead your church group or department to discuss with an elected official the 
democratic process and how one person can have influence on a particular issue. Select 
and make preparation on an issue of concern to Christians before meeting with the public 
leader and exchange views among yourselves on such issues as 1) religion and public 
education, 2) taxation of churches or 3) cooperation with government in the urban crisis.

that it would help if Baptists should ack
nowledge in large numbers, that we live in a 
pluralistic society and must, if the evils of 
our day are to be effectively confronted, 
have right relations with other faiths. No 
one religious body, acting alone, has the 
power to cope with them.

Therefore, the ecumenical spirit is essen
tial to the achievement of som^. important 
goals in human existence, and is consistent 
with Baptist teaching and polity. I concede, 
of course, that a precise defining of. the 
terms "fusion” and "ecumenical” is proper.

Let the dialogue continue.
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Church Groups Included Eisters Notebook - This Issue 
In Massive Urban Plans

By W. Barry Garrett

President Lyndon B. Johnson, challenged 
church groups as well as other private and 
governmental agencies to help solve "the 
crises of the dties." 1

The President in a message to Congress 
late in February called for a multi-billion 
dollar program to help meet urban problems 
which, he said, "rises from the decay of die

des "
"Today, America's cities ate in crisis . . . 

The human problems of the city are stagger
ing," the President declared. Among , die 
problems helisted : . . }

• Ghetto youth with litti^ education, no 
skills and limited opportunity.

• Citizens afraid to walk their streets at 
night

• Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Mexican 
Americans barred by prejudice from full 
participation in the city's life.

"Illiteracy "and disease, a lack of jobs and 
even, dignity itself—these are the problems 
of the city, just as its tenements, traffic jams 
and rats are problems," Johnson said.

"The problem is so vast,” the President 
said, "that the answer can only be forged 
by responsible leadership from every sector, 
publiC’and private.”

The challenge "extends to church and 
community groups, and to the family itself,” 
he continued.

Among the many proposals to help solve 
urban problems the President is asking for 
grants, loans and technical assistance for 
private -non-profit groups engaged in hous
ing projects. Many of these are church 
groups. The requests of the President are 
almost as staggering as the problems of the 
cities themselves. They run into the econ
omy mood of the Congress that cut back ap
propriations £or many government programs 
last year.

In spite of Congressional reluctance the 
Administration continues to call for a new 
anti-inflation tax, for fair bousing legisla
tion, for funding and strengthening of pro
grams already approved, and for creative and 
expanded approaches to city problems.

In* *a  press conference, Secretary of the De
partment of housing ani Urban Affairs, 
Robert Weaver, said that the new proposals 
of the President "have a magnitude, a clout, 
that others have not had before.” xHe ex
pressed the hope that the new proposals were 
comprehensive enough to*  overcome the re
sistance of many in Congress who have not 
supported the President's, program the past 
two years.

Incidentally, her husband’s recent promotion 
means they are no longer "temporary resi
dents” of Washington . . We are glad!
• Next month's article, "Honesty in The 
Church,’’ by-IFaiytw Oats, will explore some 
of the questions behind the questions most 
often raised about honesty among church 
members. You ask, "Is this related to re
ligious freedom?" You bet it is!

—James M. Sapp

• Proposed taxes on travel abroad has made 
top billing along .with the Vietnam War. 
The news media, election minded congress
men and foreign figures have all gotten into 
the act in recent weeks to take advantage of 
a relatively minor issue to get space in ink 
and on film. . . . The Administration's 
1969 budget cuts spending for some educa
tion programs. The slowdown in govern-

‘ ment spending hits funds for college con
struction hard. The Office of Education will 
reduce construction projects on college cam
puses by 184. Other programs, such as aid 
to students, will largely just hold the line. 
. . . Senator Dirksen won his fight to be the 
sole chairman of the Republican Platform 
Committee. He beat out the governors who 
had called for a co-chairman in order to give 
younger men and younger ideas equal voice 

*in steering the committee through election - 
waters.
• The Congressional Boxscore on page 2 re
flects inaction of the 90th Congress in its 
second session. With the election fever 
spreading rapidly, such inactivity will prob
ably accelerate............ IT. C. Fields’ "Think
Tank” piece (page 6) is an excellent ap
praisal of the group thinking process which 
has been so helpful to Baptists of all kinds, 
as well as others, during the past decade. 
. . . You will enjoy the case study of a 
modem day struggle for religious liberty by 
Dean M. Kelley on page 4. ... Another 
Dean, R. Dean Goodwin, American Baptist’s

good case for a free news media to those of 
use who are concerned with religious liberty 
P*ge  5).
• The influx of Texans into Washington in 
recent years has brought with it some of the 
nicest Baptists we know. . . . One of 
them helps us to keep up with ourReaders. 
She is Mrs. Rosemary Brevard, formely of 
Fort Worth, who moved to Washington two 
yean ago with her husband, who is a dam 
specialist with the Department of Agricul
ture .. . Now she comes to the office thrpe 
days a week to keep the renewals and new 
readers mounting. .During Jantury and 
February her work meant three newxlub sub
scriptions from churches plus considerable 
individual renewals and new subscribers ...

COVER

Floor-to-ceiling files crowd the House 
Document Room near Statuary Hall in the 
United States Capitol building.

This room houses measures introduced by 
.Congressmen. The bills are card-indexed 
and kept for use by the current Congress. 
Later they will be sent for storage to the 
National Archives, Library of Congress, or 
basement and attic nooks about the Capitol.

The bills may be ordered by anyone by 
simply writing to the House Document 
Room, The Capitol, Washington, D. C. 
20515. You will need.to list the number of 
the bill, however, rather than the title.

As many as 20,000 bills may be intro
duced in a single session of Congress; of 
these, perhaps 1,500 become law.

Photo courtesy U. S. Capitol Histori
cal Society
George F. Mobley, Photographer
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